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Second City Stroll

F

rom Nuneaton Trent Valley rail station it’s an often-crowded 30-minute journey to the
vastness that is Birmingham Grand Central. We are heading for a beer tasting and pizza
experience in a small brewery in Digbeth. It’s a 20 minute walk through the Bull Ring shops,
past the Bull statue, down the hill, past St. Martins Cathedral, very soon leaving the revitalized city centre behind and into the industrial, somewhat depressed area that is Digbeth.
Turning into Oxford Street we are into an area of colourful graffiti,
the majority of the brick built factory units standing empty, the
streets deserted, boarded-up pubs on the corners of streets. Close to
our beer tasting destination is Halton Turner Brewing Company
in Trent Road. Taking a right just before the railway bridge, we
enter a small court, with a lit seating area on the right, and to the
left beneath the railway arches, the brew room and tap – a surprisingly large area with an extended bar along one side. The bill of
fare behind the bar (right) shows the home brews on offer as well
as four guests from local breweries.
We had Ghost Town, a very drinkable 4% pale bitter, and Hilltop
State, that bit stronger at 4.4% and sharper to the palate; our preference was the Ghost Town. The tap room is well worth a visit, but
check opening times.
It’s just a three-minute walk to River Street, a wide bland
street, all industrial buildings and with no traffic on a Saturday. Our destination, Dig Brew Co., is obvious only by its
outdoor street seating. The benches are actually on the road
but have plenty of hardy patrons! We turn into the industrial
unit and the very basic tap room; there are apparently grand
plans for a better experience. The serving hatch is literally a
hole in the wall and the gleaming brewing vessels can be seen
behind (left). We opt for Potion, a 4.2% pale brewed with Mosaic & Chinook hops, a good start.
We are called through to the brewing area, where it quickly
becomes apparent how enthusiastic everyone here is about the
brews that head brewer Andy concocts. Among the beers tasted are a strong milk stout, a
fruited sour beer (in both finished and partly fermented form), and Optimo, their most popular pale ale, 5.2% and full bodied from Azzaca, Mosaic & Simcoe hops. Finally in a wine
glass, a barrel-aged barley wine; it’s 12% but at £12 a bottle! A treat as a winter warmer.
The beers are constantly evolving, as is Dig Brew itself, which only began in late 2017. Recently enlarged, they bottle, can and label their brews themselves. Most draught is in key
kegs, with only a small proportion in cask format. We saw pallets of cans prepared for shipping to Belgium, and they are also selling into Japan. They are currently not well represented
in Birmingham outlets, but hope to improve that soon. Oh yes, the pizza, huge and delicious,
cooked on site. Overall, we learnt a lot as well as drinking a lot!
Making our way back towards the city centre , we almost passed a corner pub, thinking that
like many others hereabouts it was closed. But we saw lights inside and heard chattering, and
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Second City Stroll cont.
I’m not one to pass a pub I’ve not been in. So we entered the Ruin, on the corner of Floodgate Street. Inside it was nothing like its name, warm and busy, Oakham’s Citra on tap and a
Dig Brew on offer having replaced Doom Bar. The pub is Grade II listed and has gone
through a multitude of name changes since originally being the Spring Garden Tea Room,
then the Spring Garden pub, Eagle, Floodgate Tavern, White Swan to name a few!
Leaving Digbeth behind we are back in the city centre and the first venue of the day which is
not new to me, the much-loved Post Office Vaults. Small and cozy, it always has a nice buzz
about it. It is renowned for their range of foreign bottled beer., but also has eight real ales and
around a dozen ciders/perries. Looking along the choice of ales, I was drawn to York Guzzler, a session pale ale at 3.4% – crisp and refreshing with citrus undertones.
Just across Victoria Square is Colmore Row, once Birmingham’s financial district with grand
stone-faced buildings. Thornbridge Brewery has converted the former Lloyds bank into a
spacious and stylish venue befitting the area. Aptly named the Colmore, it’s totally different
from our previous stops. Opened in 2019, it features wooden panels, marbled tables and sparkling chandeliers. The long bar displays the brewer’s range of ales, with eight cask and sixteen keg beers. In many ways Jaipur is the beer that established Thornbridge in 2005, so it’s
our choice this evening. A 5.9% IPA, light and enjoyable.
However comfortable it is here, it’s time for our train back. It’s been a good trip, with a real
variation of drinking venues, but it’s all about the beer.
Bernard Lucas

Sheriff of Tamworth

T

he middle of December last year saw the opening of
the Sheriff of Tamworth, a welcome addition to the
town’s real ale scene. Sitting on Colehill, it occupies the
ground floor of an imposing Grade II-listed building
(right) dating from around 1690. The place is somewhat
anonymous at present, as the grade listing does not allow
external signage, but look for the in-window signage.
The interior is rustic in style, and it looks like they’ve
obtained a job-lot of wooden hogshead casks, which support both the chunky wooden bar top and provide a number of tables in the larger room away from the bar. The
décor includes a copy of the Tamworth Herald dating from 1904.
There are three hand pulls on the bar, with the aim of having one local ale, one national, and
something in between. Bag-in-a-box ciders too, as well as around 25 bottled Belgian beers,
including the more well-known Trappist beers.
The name is a nod to the prominent Willington family who built the place and lived there for
over 200 years; they are commemorated in a recently installed blue plaque next to the doorway. Amongst their number was a High Sheriff of Warwickshire, dating from the time when
Tamworth was partly in Warwickshire and partly in Staffordshire.
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Nuneaton & Bedworth Roundup

C

AMRA’s 50th anniversary celebrations come to Nuneaton’s Rose Inn, on Coton Road,
on 26th March. This commemorates the 50th anniversary of CAMRA’s first national
annual general meeting, held there half a century ago. The event will see representatives from
across the East and West Midlands, with the emphasis on the social aspect of the campaign.
Alties in Bedworth had the shutters removed and a full clean-up prior to its reopening in time
for Christmas, under the watchful eye of Kerri Shotton.
Nuneaton’s Town Talk, which was sold mid-2021 with a promise of reopening ‘shortly’, is
finally back on track to reopening, but as an Indian restaurant. Conversely, the former Bulls
Head on Abbey Street, which became the India Red restaurant, will possibly re-open as a
pub. The local council have acquired it as part of the Hilton-centred regeneration of the town
centre; it won’t be bulldozed but quite what it becomes is up for grabs.
In the town centre, the former Midland Bank (HSBC) has, after standing empty for nearly a
decade, been opened as The Palace bistro and has applied for a licence to serve alcohol.
Picking up from John Rowling’s excellent article on the trappings of beer tasting in the previous issue of Last Orders (All In Good Taste), Nuneaton & Bedworth CAMRA have secured
the services of Norman Hall, East Midlands tasting coordinator, to conduct a CAMRA taste
training session. It is scheduled to take place at the Lord Hop on Monday 21st February.
There are a few vacancies still available; to book one of the remaining places, contact
info@nuneaton.camra.org.uk or book in the Hop itself.
Barry Everitt

Nuneaton & Bedworth Diary
8th Feb
8th Mar
26th Mar
12th Apr

Branch Meeting & Social – 8:00pm
Branch Meeting & Social – 8:00pm
50th Anniversary Social – 12:00pm
Nuneaton & Bedworth AGM – 8:00pm

Rose Inn, Nuneaton
Alties, Newtown Road, Bedworth
Rose Inn, Nuneaton
Lord Hop, Nuneaton

See the branch website for up-to-date details: nuneaton.camra.org.uk.
CAMRA discounts in Nuneaton & Bedworth :
Acorn, Horeston Grange
Anker, Weddington
Attleborough Arms
Bear & Ragged Staff, Bedworth
Black Swan in Hand
Chase Inn, Higham Lane
Crows Nest
Felix Holt
Silk Mill

10% with membership card
10% with membership card
10% with membership card
CAMRA 50p vouchers
10% with membership card
10% with membership card
10% with membership card
CAMRA 50p vouchers
10% with membership card

Please note that all the above discounts are at the discretion of the licensee and may be
withdrawn at any time.
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Pint Of View

T

he pint measure is deeply embedded in British drinking culture.
We say “fancy a pint?” when we actually mean “fancy going out
for a number of pints?”. And despite the simplicity and rationality of
metric measures – who would honestly want to go back to poundsshillings-and-pence? – we firmly stick with the familiarity of pints (as
well as pounds and miles of course). It’s even been advanced as a benefit of Brexit that we’ll soon be returning to the old-fashioned crown
stamp, right, on pint glasses, rather than the CE markings which came
about in 2006 at the insistence of those pesky banana-bending Brussels
bureaucrats. We’re guessing the crown stamp will arrive before £350m
a week for the NHS, an agreed Northern Ireland protocol, and fully-stocked supermarket
shelves, but let’s not rush things, eh?
We’re so tied into our Imperial pint of 20 fluid ounces that when beer is sold by the glass, it
can only be legally dispensed in thirds, halves, two-thirds, and multiples of a half (so including a pint). And we probably also look down our nose at the US pint of 16 ounces, though it
is in fact a more historically authentic measure – the Americans adopted the British wine
gallon in the 18th century (and followed the convention that a pint is an eighth of a gallon),
but in 1824 those contrary Brits defined an Imperial gallon based on 10 pounds (160oz) of
water, so that the eighth-gallon pint was now 20 fluid ounces.
If that strikes you as a bit complicated, then spare a thought for the Australians – or more
realistically, for tourists in Australia – where there is a bewildering range of glass sizes for
beer. Prior to metrication, beer could (in principle) be sold in measures of 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 15
or 20 fluid ounces. The tinier measures were supposedly to cater to the Aussie liking for cold,
fizzy beer – and to be fair, much of Australian mainstream beer is pretty ghastly once the hot
climate has warmed and flattened it.
The multiplicity of sizes went by various nicknames (pony, middy, schooner etc), but to
make matters worse, the nicknames could vary from state to state. Metrication didn’t really
improve things, as the measures morphed into 115, 140, 170, 200, 285, 425 and 570 ml – and
all of a sudden the nicknames probably seemed a rather good idea …
It was a standing joke many years ago when new punters arrived at the bar of the Griffin at
Shustoke, and would see a range of beers which were amazing for the time. They’d carefully study the chalkboard, peruse the pump clips from far and wide, take a deep breath,
and then like a jittery horse at the Grand National, just flunk it at the jump ‒ “I’ll have ...
er ... er ... er ... a pint of Pedigree please.”
There was an amusing reminder of this recently at the Wellington in Birmingham, though
in a far more positive way. There were the usual three Black Country beers plus 13 unusually diverse offerings, with extreme hops, coffee and chocolate among the flavour spectrum. Several punters ‒ who were clearly far more savvy than the Griffin customers of yore
‒ would carefully scrutinise the (now electronic) board, wow at the choices, and then totally
bottle it by saying “I’ll have ... er ... er ... er ... a pint of Citra please.”
A positive sign of the times ‒ Oakham Citra now the default choice for uncertain drinkers!
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Tipple Tattle
NORTH WARWICKSHIRE
Atherstone’s Bubble Inn (the former White Horse, featured on page 14) closed for trading
sometime in December; we say ‘sometime’ because the place had been so random in its
opening that it’s hard to say for sure when they finally gave up the ghost (or the bubble burst,
if you prefer). No doubt connected, the sister Bubble Inn at Furnace End also ceased trading,
but in the middle of January. The leases for both places are up for grabs, as reported in the
previous issue.
Taking pleasure in small victories, we note that the Spread Eagle in Polesworth has replaced
Doom Bore with Abbot Ale; it is apparently a big hit with the locals who have discovered that
there are big brand beers which actually taste of something. Church End is still the local offering, typically What The Fox’s Hat or Goat’s Milk, though you may have the indignity of
drinking it out of Doom Bore-branded glasses.
By the time you read this, the Bulls Head at Polesworth should have new tenants, taking over
at the start of February. We understand that they have previously run a pub in Wilnecote.
Alewise, things were still a bit slow during a January visit to the Bulls Head – sensibly, they
were keeping just one cask ale on the go, Church End Fallen Angel on that oaccasion. Let’s
see if the new tenants can up the ante.

STAFFORDSHIRE
It’s congratulations to all at the Crown at Elford, which
celebrates ten consecutive years in CAMRA’s Good
Beer Guide with its inclusion in the 2022 edition. This
was marked with a presentation at the pub in January.
Pictured are pub regular Dennis, branch chair George,
and staff Gary, Andy and Joel. This popular and historic
village local is known for both its food and ale. Bass is
normally a regular (it’s proving hard to source at the
moment), with a Burton Bridge featuring among the
guests along with something else localish such as a Backyard beer. We hope to see some
beers too from the in-house Crown Brewhouse, which is yet to resume post-Covid.
Sadly, we have to record that Barbara Baldwin, former landlady of the Three Horseshoes at
Fazeley, died before Christmas. Barbara retired in late 2017, having been at the helm of the
Shoes for well over twenty years, earning a number of entries in the Good Beer Guide over
that time.
The Sheriff of Tamworth (featured on page 4) opened on the 16th of December, but was
rather unfortunately hit by Covid among the staff, forcing temporary closure around New
Year. But it’s now opening normally (closed on Mondays), and among the ales featured so
far have been offerings from Church End, Salopian and Titanic. Funnily enough, the place
was a solicitor’s office before being transformed into a bar – just like the town’s other recent
opening, the Old Bank House! Sounds good to us – fewer solicitors, more pubs …
We hear good things sbout the Fox Inn at Coton, by the Hopwas roundabout, where the ale
portfolio is managed by gaffer Andy. As well as the regulars (Bombardier, Doom Bar and
Pedigree) there are two guests which change roughly monthly, and have included selections
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Tipple Tattle cont.
from Wye Valley and Butcombe. As well as CAMRA discounts (10% or 50p voucher, your
choice) there’s also a Cask Ale Collector Card – buy seven pints and the eighth is free.

WEST MIDLANDS
In keeping with the emerging theme of turning solicitor's
offices into boozers, the start of December saw the opening of the Ale Hub in Mere Green (at the base of Hill
Village Road by the roundabout). Previously it was a
branch of Garner Canning solicitors. Pictured right, it
offers Wve Valley Butty Bach as a regular plus three
changing guest ales; so far these have seen many varied
offerings, from Abbeydale to Vocation. The main room
at the front leads into a small overspill room, and there’s
the option of refurbishing a room upstairs for customer use. This is the fourth opening in a
small family-owned chain, with the others at Shirley, Dickens Heath, and more distantly,
Worcester. It’s certainly a welcome and much-needed addition to Mere Green's real ale scene
– open from noon each day.
The Brewhouse & Kitchen in Sutton Coldfield closed up in early January for a ‘six figure’
refurbishment. The pubs across the chain reported a ‘valiant performance’ in the last quarter
of 2021 so maybe they’re spending some of the proceeds! The planned re-opening was for
Friday 21st January, to ‘reveal the brand new look’. It presumably won’t be too radical given
the two-weeks-plus timescale of the work.

BEYOND THE BORDERS
Sadly, February’s Great British Beer Festival Winter to be held in Birmingham was cancelled in November last year. The reasons for the cancellation are unclear; volunteer staff
shortages were cited, but the uncertain Covid situation must surely have been a factor.
Equally sad but more understandable is the decision to cancel Burton CAMRA’s beer festival, which would have taken place in March, after missing the two previous years. The cancellation – or rather, postponement, as the organisers are keen to stress – was down to an attendance cap imposed by the Town Hall, which would have made the event unviable. Quite
when the festival returns is up for grabs.
More encouragingly, Heart Of Staffordshire CAMRA branch have decided, after a break of
two years, to host a Stafford-based regional Mild Ale Trail. The highlighted day is Saturday
21st May, though just before or after may well offer some good choices too! Around a dozen
Stafford pubs are expected to offer a range of milds – more details to follow closer to.
The Cock Inn at Sibson has developed into a really sad sight over the two years since its
closure in November 2019. This Grade II-listed and thatched pub has a history stretching
back over the centuries – it was supposedly built around 1250 – but now relies on buttresses
to support its ailing timber framing. However, owners Star Heineken have now placed a sign
outside seeking a new tenant with the promise of ‘planned refurbishment’. Let’s hope that
this superb old boozer – one of the many places where Dick Turpin allegedly rested his head
– comes back to life soon.
● Thanks to contributors Bill H, Denise H, Adam R, Martin M, Louise G, Simon K
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What’s In The Window II

W

e thank reader Rob Higgins, a keen historian of the pubs of Atherstone, for this rather
nice picture of the window in the Bubble Inn (aka White Horse), showing etched
glass advertising the long-gone Phillips & Marriott’s brewery. The picture is of the window
to the right of the entrance door; the same glazing used to be in the windows to the left, but
this was damaged beyond repair decades ago.
Like the Eadies etched windows featured in Last
Orders 89, this picture inspired us to take a quick
look into what happened to Phillips & Marriott’s.
There’s not much online, but a book from 2006 by
Joseph McKenna, Warwickshire Breweries, tells
the story.
The business began in 1868 as Marriotts brewery,
in Much Park Street in the centre of Coventry. It
gained the new name when one Frank Phillips
acquired the business in 1877. By 1900 the brewery had its own maltings on site, and was
employing around sixty people there. The book suggests that the brewery took over the
White Horse in 1904, so presumably the window dates from then.
Like many breweries, a decline set in after the First World War, and the brewery was eventually taken over by Bass, Ratcliffe & Gretton in 1924 – the villains of the piece for Eadies as
well – meaning that the pub has been advertising a defunct brewery for nearly 100 years!

On The Fly

‘O

ur goal at UrinalFly.com is to make the world cleaner one bathroom at a time.’ So if
you didn’t already know that UrinalFly is an American company, you’d know from
their use of bathroom as a euphemism for toilet or lavatory – and okay, while the latter two
are also euphemisms for the good old bog, at least there’s no confusion about whether you’ll
need a loofah, shampoo and bath salts.
Where was I? Ah yes, the mission of UrinalFly is to ‘give them something to aim for’ –
dinky little stickers attached at a precise spot to gents’ urinals, first made popular in Amsterdam’s Schiphol airport. Should any sceptical ladies be reading who think ‘are such things
really necessary?’, then sadly the answer is yes. And it didn’t start as a Dutch obsession, as
many a German urinal will advise you to ‘stand closer, it’s shorter than you think.’
UrinalFly claim that the stickers make toilets ‘up to 85% cleaner’
– pity those who carried out the claimed research – so if you’re
in a rush to get some, the classic fly design comes in at 100 for a
mere $50. But as this is America, the land of choice, you don’t
need to stick with flies. There are a range of targets designs, including late 2020’s speciality, choices of Biden or Trump for
President, with gurning pictures of the respective candidates.
Surely even Democrat-leaning establishments would have gone
for peeing on Trump?
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Snow Time To Be Lost

Snow Time To Be Lost cont.

t’s one of those leaden winter days, icily cold, with the grey cloudy sky promising imminent snow. The sort of day where you’d be better off in a pub really, in front of a cosy fire
with a nice warming pint to hand. But that’s the plan in any case, so no time to be lost!
Welcome to Matlock, Derbyshire’s county town, sitting on the edge of the Peak District and home to some
fine pubs. I’m stopping at the Red Lion, pictured
right, on the western edge of town, so it seems only
polite to start in there. The pub has the added attraction
of an on-site brewery – Moot Brewery – just out the
back on the car park; four of their ales are generally on
the bar. Despite the pub having a large, open-plan interior, they’ve kept it cosy, with plenty of seating and
glowing open fires at either end of the building. The
Moot ales on during my stay were all a little too similar in colour – Best, Gold, Blonde and
IPA – though I had apparently just missed their porter. But that said, they were all pretty
good, and with a very friendly atmosphere to boot. Good breakfasts too!
Time then for a stride up the long and cardiac-steep Bank Road, leading to
three splendid pubs. Topmost with a lovely view across the valley is the
Thorn Tree. The pub has a no-entry sign – aka a Greene King sign, left –
but the good news is that the six hand pulls within have only a little GK
pollution. I have a Stancill Barnsley Bitter while taking in the small tworoom interior; it’s a bit of a Tardis in reverse as the exterior would suggest
a much larger pub. Unusually it has an old-fashioned off-sales passage by
the entrance, though this is simply taken up by punters not able to fit in
elsewhere! Another rare feature is the outside toilet for gents; ladies get to
use a less frigid inside facility.
A little downhill – in terms of elevation – is the Farmacy, a micropub featuring a rather grand double-fronted window, right. Was it a
pharmacy in a former life? Well as the chemistry is now provided
by owners Aldwark Brewery, it’s more likely a reference to their
nearby farm-based brewery. Four ales on the bar, with three paleto-brown beers from Aldwark, and a chewy Anubis Porter from
Silver Brewhouse (the former RAW Brewing). The split-level interior includes an array of pitchforks (“In Case Of Zombies”), and
amongst the snacks are pickled onions, which I’ve never understood – do they really complement beer? The beer-munchies take
many forms, but is a pickled onion the go-to? Answers on a postcard please …
Nearby is the Newsroom, and this time there’s no doubt about its former life, as it was indeed a newsagents back in the day. Alongside newspapers it also started selling bottled beers,
until one thing led to another and it re-launched as a micropub – so gaffer Mark switched
early mornings for late nights. Four ales on the bar, six craft keg taps, and they’ve also carried over a good range of bottles and cans. The craft taps all looked quite interesting, but as

the real ales were also well-chosen, it was easy not to
stray into temptation. No need to try Goat’s Milk, but
the Dancing Duck, Shiny and Nailmaker beers were all
in good nick. The place looks rather anonymous (right)
and easy to miss if you don’t spot the Newsroom decals
in the windows.
For the stroll back into town it was time to tackle Bank
Road again; the steepness means that going down is
almost as challenging as going up, albeit a lot quicker!
Going over the turbulent Derwent river brings you to the Twenty Ten, clearly an old shop
which is now a cask-cum-craft place also doing food. They’ve gone mildly bonkers on the
décor, with retro seating, bare wood and old-enamel signs. It maybe goes that bit too far in
the toilets, which while no doubt sanitary enough, look more like a Flanders trench latrine
due to the wooden planking and corrugated iron panels. Four ales on the bar, with choices
from Eyam and Littleover; Loop and Epiphany from the latter were both quaffably up to
scratch.
Final stop in town – or so I thought – was the Remarkable Hare,
pictured left. It’s an imposing building, with a suitably impressive bar area, though it does seem to be so full of chunky tables
and sofas that it can be difficult to get to the bar – so just as well
there’s table service. Five cask ales on, with some interesting
localish choices (Blue Bee, Atom, Shiny, Black Iris) plus Landlord for the unadventurous. For my first visit, it’s quiet when I
rock up mid-afternoon, but my natural magnetism makes the
place fill up rapidly – though I concede that it could just possibly
be the half-price happy hour which starts at 4pm (Monday to Friday). The place offers quite good-looking food, with a further
overspill area to the rear which is largely intended for diners.
Next door is the Hare, which during a previous visit was simply
a craft beer bar, but a sneaky peek through the window needed a double take – hand pulls
replete with pump clips! Diving inside proved well worth it – Thornbridge Market Porter and
Late Star, plus Shiny Glamour Muscles. It’s puzzling though – the place is internally connected to the Remarkable Hare, with the same staff wandering through, so it seems downright
weird to be offering an independent choice of ales. But it did also provide a nice blast from
the past – some years ago this was the outstanding MoCa Bar (last featuring in the Good Beer
Guide for 2020). Sadly, the future plans for the Hare mean that it will turn into a street foodstyle restaurant. Nice to revisit though, however briefly …

I
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Next LST Branch Meetings; please come along and say hello!
Tue 1st Feb 7.30pm, AGM, Tamworth Tap, Tamworth, B79 7LR
Tue 1st Mar, 7.30pm, Griffin Inn, Shustoke, B46 2LB
Mon 4th Apr, 7.30pm, Station, Sutton Coldfield, B73 6AT
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Give It Some Stick

T

o liven up that dead time between Christmas and
New Year, a short two-nighter in Worcester
sounded like a good prospect. Taking the train was easy
enough too, with a reasonably priced return at £19.30 –
10p more than the £19.20 single from the profit/greeddriven rail service!
A longer stay in the city also made it easier to visit the
Bull Baiters, a lovely old pub (right) about a 15-minute
walk from the centre, which tends to open only in the
evenings. It’s a mediaeval timber-framed building,
suitably old-fashioned inside, with the main structural
beam in the bar showcasing a vast array of pewter pots and goblets. Ask for halves in here
and you’ll be disappointed – beer is only served in third, two-third or pint measures. The
lingo in here refers to a third as a ‘stick’, with most drinkers apparently going for a ‘doublestick’. Four beers on when I visited, with Goffs Blackberry Porter finding particular favour.
Back in town, it was compulsory to visit Hop Lord’s, if only for its similarity in name to
Nuneaton’s Lord Hop. The place in Worcester is the smaller of the two, and serves craft keg
only. Play Brew’s High Five was £2.50 for a half – one of the cheaper beers – but worth it for
the massive and murky hop attack. Not for the faint hearted though!
Safer territory in the Oil Basin Brewhouse, another small place but with four cask ales, of
which the Saltaire Triple Choc was an ideal hop antidote. It’s dimly lit and very popular,
meaning that the limited seating is soon snapped up and standing is the order of the day. Happily I grabbed the seat at the piano, and equally happily, no one was expecting me to tinkle
the ivories.
Right next door is the TripleB, a Belgian-style café bar,
pictured left. No real ales, but eight Belgian taps and an
excellent range of bottles. The place looks the part, and
has the environment to go with it – old enamel signs advertising beers, modern neon signs doing the same, plus
just the right glass to serve your beer in. This does mean
the prices tend towards the eye-watering, but if Covid has
made Belgium seem like a far-off land, then it will probably seem worth the premium. It was compulsory for reasons of both taste and nostalgia to go for that barrel-aged
Flemish classic, Verhaeghe Duchesse de Bourgogne.
Not too far away, the Cardinal’s Hat claims to be Worcester’s oldest pub, not that you’d
guess as much based on the exterior. The legend comes to life inside, where there are three
small rooms radiating from the centrally-placed bar area. The rear room would probably provide the most elegant environment for the cardinal – it features a large stone fireplace, colourful leaded windows, and floor to ceiling wooden panelling. Five cask ales in here; I sidestep the Purity and Wye Valley offerings in favour of the rarely-seen-back-home Malvern
Hills Black Pear. Sounds like a cider but it’s a very quaffable pale ale whose name apparently derives from the three black pears on the city’s coat of arms.
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Give It Some Stick cont.
The walk north allows Worcester’s historic heritage to shine,
as it’s full of timber-framed buildings, where the timber has
stood the test of time but seriously warped along the way. It
leads to what actually looks like Worcester’s oldest pub, the
King Charles II, right, where the embattled monarch supposedly hid from his enemies in 1651. It looks suitably ancient
inside, with lots of twisty ancient beams, particularly if you
head upstairs, where sitting at the high table can simply mean
that you’re on the north side rather the sagging south. It’s a
Craddock’s pub, with seven of their ales on offer. Yule Glow is
their seasonal strong one, and while it’s rather overdosed with
cinnamon, the 6% ABV means that it works well.
Before leaving the southern end of town, it’s compulsory to
visit the Plough, a tall but internally compact pub. The small
bar room, a standing-only area at the entrance, is flanked by
two smallish rooms which have the feel of the early 1900s, The peaceful atmosphere is complemented by free newspapers, with both the Grauniad and Torygraph available so as to
maintain political balance. Six ales on, and I match a fruitily festive Let It Sloe from Mighty
Oak with the richly heady Beowulf Dragon Smoke Stout.
Northward then, to the splendid Paul Pry, left –
splendid in terms of its architecture at least. The
flat-iron-style exterior is imposing enough, but
the real treasure is inside. The entrance hall has
glorious tiling, while the bar room has a gorgeous
wooden bar with a mirrored and columned bar
back complete with clock. The floors are of the
polished marble-chip style – or terrazzo for the
architectural geeks. A beer almost feels like an
afterthought, which is just as well as the choices
are Tribute and Hobson’s Postman’s Plum Porter
– though to be fair the porter was spot on, a harmonious blend of plums and good chocolatey
overtones.
Casual visitors could be forgiven for thinking that Church End Brewery is based in Worcester, given the sign-free exterior of the Dragon Inn,
right. In fact, this final port of call is the southernmost
pub in their empire (of three pubs!). The Dragon was a
well-known real ale pub back in the day (BCE – Before
Church End) and is still a must-visit. The blissfully music-free interior – comfy seating, wooden panelling,
glowing wood stove – is partnered by a pleasantly green
beer terrace to the rear. Guest ales are sometimes featured, but this time it was a full set of eight Church End
ales – home from home!
Last Orders Feb/Mar 2022
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Bollocks Corner

W

e spotted two examples of utter tosh just prior to Covid hitting, so let’s finally get
them off our chest! One is vaguely amusing, one fairly sinister and misleading.
First up, we’re not really letting much of a cat out of the bag by saying that airline magazines
are generally full of bollocks. You only read the bloody things because you’ve finished your
book or your electronic device has run out of juice. To prove the point, here is something
spotted in the Brussels Airlines inflight magazine at the beginning of 2020:
If you ask a serious beer enthusiast to spin the globe and point to the place where the best
brew is made, they’ll likely rest their finger on Leuven. The heart of Belgian beer brewing,
the town is the birthplace of Stella Artois and home to the global headquarters of AB InBev.
That’s right – your savvy beer drinker ignores the superbly diverse range of Belgian beers
available and instead goes for the trough of brewing mediocrity, drinking globalised industrial lager which is promoted with an advertising spend greater than the GDP of a mediumsized country.
While Leuven is an excellent place to visit – and you can drink all day long without needing
to pollute your palate with any of the dreary dross from the AB InBev stable – we’d suggest
to Brussels Airlines that they could flog more flights with some better suggestions!
Second up was a study reported in the Guardian from the Institute of Alcohol Studies or IAS.
The IAS were calling on the Chancellor to increase alcohol taxes in the March 2020 budget,
by above the rate of inflation. The research recognised that such increases in duty would hit
the most economically deprived harder than the rich, but said that this was outweighed by the
benefits to the poorest from increased healthcare spending.
Now leaving aside the fact that the UK already has one of the highest alcohol tax rates in
Europe, the idea that the government would ring-fence the extra taxes for the NHS is laughable. If you buy that, then you presumably also believe that by now the NHS is benefiting
from that mythical 350 million quid a week as promised on the infamous buses. It seems far
more likely that the money would (back then anyway!) pave the way for cuts in inheritance,
corporation or higher rate tax, or fund that fatuous vanity-project bridge across the Irish sea.
You probably won’t be surprised to find that despite the neutral-sounding name and its claim
to be an “independent institute”, the IAS is basically an anti-alcohol group. Funded by whom,
you might ask? Almost entirely by something called the Alliance House Foundation (AHF),
which nicely hides its roots in the UK Temperance Alliance, founded in 1853 to give a political platform to the fight for the outright prohibition of alcohol. Despite the IAS claiming that
it does not take a view on whether people should drink or not – yeah, right – the AHF is still
firmly dedicated to “spread the principles of total abstinence from alcoholic drinks”. He who
pays the piper calls the tune? Shamefully, none of this was picked up by the Guardian, in a
surprisingly naïve piece of reporting. It’s clear that the AHF uses IAS to promote its message, and the IAS’s stance of neutrality is richly deserving of the “utter bollocks” label.
So if you’re an anti-alcohol lobbying organisation hiding behind a carefully constructed veneer of neutrality, should such findings be given any weight? Should we be drinking less or
no alcohol? We come back to that age-old argument that alcohol has its negatives – particularly if abused – but does it add to the sum of human happiness? Would our statistically
longer lives be better without booze and the associated social benefits? You decide …
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55 Wade Street, Lichfield
Acorn, Lichfield
Amington Inn, Amington
Angel, Lichfield
Angel Ale House, Atherstone
Beerbohm, Lichfield
Beggars Bush, New Oscott
Bishop Vesey, Boldmere
Bitter-Suite, Lichfield
Bole Bridge, Tamworth
Bottle Of Sack, Sutton Coldfield
Bowling Green, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Lichfield
Brewhouse & Kitchen, Sutton Coldfield
Bulls Head, Shenstone
Crown, Four Oaks
Duke of York, Lichfield
Four Oaks, Four Oaks
Fox & Dogs, Four Oaks
Fox Inn, Coton nr Tamworth
Fradley Arms, Fradley
Gamecock, Birchmoor
George & Dragon, Lichfield
Hardwick Arms, Streetly
Hedgehog, Lichfield
Holly Bush, Little Hay
Horse & Jockey, Sutton Coldfield
Mare Pool, Mere Green
Market Tavern, Atherstone
Market Vaults, Tamworth
Oak, Walmley
Old Bank House, Tamworth
Old School House, Mere Green
Penny Black, Tamworth
Phoenix, Tamworth
Queens Head, Lichfield
Queslett, Streetly
Railway Inn, Whitacre Heath
Sir Robert Peel, Tamworth
Station, Sutton Coldfield
Tamworth Tap, Tamworth
White Horse, Curdworth
White Horse, Whitehouse Common
Wigginton, Wigginton
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50p CAMRA vouchers
10% off
20p/pint, 10p/half
20p/pint, 10p/half
10p/pint, 5p/half
10% off
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20p/pint, 10p/half
50p CAMRA vouchers
50p CAMRA vouchers
20p/pint
10% off
10% off
20p/pint
20p/pint
20p/pint, 10p/half
10% off
20p/pint
10% off (or 50p CAMRA vouchers)
10% off
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(until 6pm)

The Spirit Of Beer

I

t’s always a joy to visit Bruges for the annual beer festival organised by BAB, the Bruges
Bierproevers or Beer Tasters (this year held in early April, but February normally). It is of
course, as much about having a Belgian beer jolly as visiting the festival. And as the Saturday
at the festival is always a bit mental, it’s generally better to go for the quieter and just as enjoyable Sunday session. And that free Saturday can certainly be put to good use …
As many readers will be aware, Bruges is awash with fantastic
bars – it’s well worth visiting any time of year – but it’s always
worth a visit to one of the more unusual ones. On the outskirts,
the Zwarte Kat or Black Cat is the café bar where visitors to the
Volkskundemuseum (folklore museum) can refresh themselves at
the end of their visit. In keeping with the rest of the museum, the
bar is a beautiful recreation of a period café, whose interior
(below right) recreates the feel of a bar from the early 1900s. The place is also said to have a
resident black cat, though the moggie hasn’t shown up on either of my visits.
In the bar you’ll learn that Bruges had as many
as 1296 liquor licenses in 1900 – one in eight
houses was a café! Many of the establishments
were tiny, generally a householder selling
drinks as a way to supplement their meagre
income.
One question that people often ask is, why are
Belgian beers so strong? Part of the answer is,
gin! We nowadays think of genever as the national spirit of the Netherlands, but in the early
1900s it was big in Belgium too – a record 22
million gallons was made there in 1912 for
example. But after the first world war, there was a form of prohibition in Belgium – the Vandervelde Act of 1919 banned the sale of spirits in all public bars. Emily Vandervelde was
apparently a rabid opponent of alcohol drinking, viewing even one glass a day to be excessive! Like most such laws, it backfired with unintended consequences – people simply drank
more spirits at home until massive tax rises stopped that – but amazingly it was as late as
1985 before the act was repealed and bars and
cafes could once again legally sell spirits.
So while Vandervelde essentially killed
the Belgian genever industry, it did
wonders for the brewers of Belgium,
who quickly moved in to fill the yawning gap in the market. By producing
more substantial beers of increasing
strength, often approaching 10% ABV,
they provided a degree of consolation to
the former genever drinkers, and probably did
their livers a small favour too!
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2022 Beer Names Banter

B

eer Names Banter is back again thanks to the latest edition of the Good Beer Guide and
some amusingly named beers and eye catching pump clips. The song of a Blackbird and
A Ray of Sunshine in the morning is always a welcome start to the day rather than the sound
of a torrential Downpour. To Pee or not to Pee
that is the question you ask yourself if it is something you need to do before getting dressed for the
day or after you are suitably attired. When deciding on what clothes to wear Don’t Over Think
Your Socks, just make sure you choose a matching
pair. To get you going you might want to Hit the
Juice followed by a Black Coffee or a nice cup of
TEA with some Bread & Butter and Marmalade.
Some shopping might be on your day’s agenda to get some 10w-40 oil for your classic car
followed by purchasing some furniture for your home from a well known national store. If
you do be careful so as not to get Lost in Ikea. To get home you may decide on a more scenic
route that involves walking along the canal, if so don’t annoy any boaters who are negotiating
any locks by being a Gongoozler. If you fancy a takeaway meal for your lunch don’t go
Heavy on the Chips as it might hamper your plans to go out later and Paint the Town Red.
If some DVD viewing after lunch is your preference some vintage
comedy such as Reginald Perrin or a classic film such as Clockwork Orange or The Eagle has Landed would be good choices.
Alternatively listening to some music from an album by Simpley
Red or Genesis might be more appealing. If it is After Dark when
Beer O’Clock comes around and you decide to venture out you
might have to Ask Your Dad for his approval, or better still get your
Best Mate to accompany you to the pub to enjoy one of the Simple
Pleasures in life.
On entering the pub to a background of Sultanas of Swing playing on the jukebox you notice
a Foxy Lady in Kinky Boots and wish you had your Kodiak camera with you to take a crafty
picture. You decide to have The Usual, a Good Ordinary Bitter and a bag of Roasted Nuts.
As you are getting served a guy with a Jesus Hairdo is propping up the bar and regaling his
audience with a Far Fetched tale that you catch snippets of.
After enjoying a good Chinwag and Chuckle with your drinking companions it’s soon time for Last Orders. This is fine by you as you are
feeling Lightheaded and don’t want to carry
on drinking and end up being Piston Broke.
When finally leaving you observe an amorous
couple having a Car Park Cuddle in an expensive Jaguar who are illuminated by the
Harvest Moon. You then have to decide Witch
Way Home is best so as to avoid getting Lost
in the Woods and going all Round The Wrekin to get there.
Eric Randall
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Mat Finish

Local Festival Diary

trange things, beermats. Banished from the pub during the thick of Covid as yet another
vector of the pandemic, they’re now slowly starting to reappear. But while they’re so
familiar, do we ever pay them much attention? Big brewers in particular try to saturate pubs
with them, but to much effect? If you’re reading this in a pub, are you even aware of what
your mat is promoting?

Festivals with a bold heading are CAMRA festivals, where entrance is either free or discounted to CAMRA members. Why not join? See page 28.

This said, lockdown provided an enforced opportunity to mull over all things pubby, and in
particular to spend some time going through an old beermat collection that had come into my
temporary ownership. While many of them were indeed in
the big-brewer-bullshit category, a few were a cause for contemplation, if not downright nostalgia. The musing was
kicked off by the mat to the right, an old Ind Coope mat featuring the Swan at Fradley Junction, but more notably listing
(on the reverse, inset) the 41 pubs which comprised the Ind
Coope estate of the day. As Ind Coope sold itself off in 1997,
this was clearly a fairly ancient mat. How many of those 41
pubs are still open?

3-5th March, 45th Loughborough Beer Festival
Polish Club, True Lovers Walk, Loughborough, LE11 3DB
60+ ales, ciders, craft beers. Thu, Fri & Sat 12-11.

S

A fairly thorough trawl on the web revealed that 17 of these
pubs are now gone, with examples within the LST branch
including the Jolly Sailor at Tamworth and the Anchor at Streethay. That’s nearly 45% of the
pubs closed within around 25 years, quite a sobering statistic. That said, some of the stillexisting comments in WhatPub (for the closed pubs) suggest that a few of the doomed places
were no great loss – a “slightly intimidating atmosphere” for one, “a single gloomy room” for
another.

3-6th March, Burton Ale Trail Spring
Held over 13 pubs in Burton upon Trent; search for Burton Ale Trail in Facebook for info.

4-5th March, 37th Rugby Beer Festival
Arnold House, Eastfield Place/Elsee Road, CV21 3BA (toward rear of Merchants Inn)
Real ales, ciders, perries, craft beers, continental bottled beers. Fri 2-11, Sat 12-10
17-19th March, 41st Burton Beer & Cider Festival
NOTE - now cancelled/postponed.
30th June-2nd July, 11th Amber Valley Beer Festival
Belper Rugby Club, DE56 1UU. More details to follow.
Holding a beer festival? Let us know and we will advertise the event here free of charge.
Details to LST.Camra@gmail.com

One for the snigger corner … this bar,
appropriately enough in Amsterdam, is a
well-known gin tasting room. Yes, it is
pronounced in pretty much the way you
might think, but gets its name from founder Mr Wynand Fockink. Well worth a
visit, particularly as it offers a few interesting beers alongside the spirits.

Another blast from the past is the DIY beer gauge beermat,
with an example shown left. These were all the rage for a
period, produced by various trading standards authorities,
and even by CAMRA itself. They were clearly simpler
times, when a major concern for drinkers was whether they
were getting a full pint. It’s maybe a concern still (in certain
pubs), but the idea – that flourishing one of these mats under
the barman’s nose was going to get a top up – seemed naïve
then and still seems naïve now! Then as now, all but the
most boorish bar staff will happily give a top up if politely
engaged with.
Let’s finish off with a mat which may remind older
drinkers of the horrors of keg beer. It’s said that
you’ve won the propaganda war if you can make a
virtue of your weakness, and here’s a case in point.
Belhaven Best really was woeful in the day
(although it’s currently Scotland’s best selling ale!),
and there was so little choice north of the border
that the advertising didn’t even need to pretend that
it was anything other than brown, frothy water!
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Thank you for reading Last Orders!
Next edition: 1st April 2022.
Contact us at
LST.Camra@gmail.com
or see
www.LSTCamra.org.uk

